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Dishwasher Updates
New Spray Arms

New Filter System

Smaller diameter holes
Greater number of holes
Water directed more toward
rack and less toward side walls 

Additional gaskets to reduce soil
bypass through filter system 
New motor with newly designed 
grater and cutter blade

New Control Algorithms
Improved wash cycles
Partial drains and fills
Pauses during cycle 

GLD4490P10
GLD5800P10
GLD5860P10
PDWF780P10
PDWF788P10

New Models

New Cycles
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New Spray Arms

A greater number of smaller diameter holes direct more water on 
dishware and less on tub walls.
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Improved Filtering

New gaskets around the perimeter of the coarse filter and sump area.
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New gaskets around the fine filter outlet and spray arm support.
Additional gaskets prevent soil from bypassing the filter system.
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The spray arm support is still removed by turning counter-clockwise.
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Bottom view with sump removed shows filter tabs which hold the 
sump filter in place.  Use two wide blade screwdrivers or putty 
knives to release the sump filter from inside the tub.
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Four tabs hold the sump cover in place.
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A newly designed pump adapter with a sealing gasket fits into the sump 
and protrudes all the way into the sump filter.
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Sump filter in proper position when installed.
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Filter must be lifted at an angle to clear end of pump adapter.
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Gasket on the sump filter comes as a part of the assembly.
Not currently available separately.
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New gaskets are molded into the coarse filter.
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New Control Algorithms

Quick summary of changes:

The control will run some “partial” drain cycles to remove soils sitting in 
the sump, which helps to prevent re-depositing soil on the dishware.

The control will run some “partial” fill cycles to replenish water from the 
partial drain cycle, which adds hotter, clean water back into the tub.

The control will pause during the cycle (up to 15 seconds), to allow 
sediment from the tub to settle down into the sump before drain.

It’s important to note these changes are normal 
and DO NOT replace the control because of them!
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Cycle Example
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Steam Cycle Option

• Offers an improved pre-wash with the addition of steam to loosen soils

• Can be used in conjunction with any full wash cycle

• Normal wash cycle

• Gentle/Hand wash cycle

• Anti-Bacterial cycle

• Cookware cycle

On certain models, during a pre-wash cycle, the heating 
element is energized and circulation stops.  Water dripping 
from the dishware falls on the hot element and immediately 
turns to steam. 
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Deep Clean™ Cycle

Deep Clean™ cycle w/ Smart Dispense™ II Technology

Pre-wash Main wash

Detergent dispensed during 
Steam Pre-wash and 3 times 
during main wash

On certain models, the Deep Clean™ cycle utilizes steam pre-
wash and several smaller doses of detergent using the Smart 
Dispense feature to provide extra cleaning for heavily soiled, 
baked on foods such as egg, oatmeal, rice and peanut butter. 
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DeepClean™ cycle
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The Steam Cycle/Deep Clean cycle has two additional steam pre-washes. The 
first fill, circulate with heat (15min) and drain occur to get most large food soils 
off before the steam portion can bake them onto the dishes. The second fill, 
circulate with heat (2 min), heat only (5min) and drain creates the steam 
portion. The heater only ON time is the steam generating portion where water 
dripping off the dishware hits the hot element and produces the steam.

The main wash portion of the Steam/Deep Clean cycle is longer (~60min) than 
most main washes for better overall wash performance that includes multiple 
detergent dispensing by the smart dispense system.

Note the Steam pre-wash option key is always ON for the Steam/Deep Clean 
cycle and is selectable for any other cycle. The two Steam Pre-washes are 
associated with this key. 26 minutes is added to any cycle with this 
option. Steam cycle/Deep Clean cycle is about 111 minutes (including Steam 
pre-wash time).


